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WEEK 5 WORKBOOK

Self  Love Subject:

self love and
spirituality



You are not just a 
Human Being.

You are a 

spiritual being
Having a human 

experience.

Understanding Spirituality

Spirit is Energy.

Energy is Everything.

Everything is Spirit.

Including You.
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2.

What words and Emotions (Energies in Motion) come to mind, 
when you consider the notion that you are a Spiritual Being?

What fundamental energy do these words & feelings stem from?

As a Spiritual being, you are an Energy being.

The most essential energy is that of  love.

This means that at your core,
Beneath the fear,

As a Spiritual Being, 

you are a Love Being, 

and Love being.



3.

SPIRIT = ENERGY = LOVE

Spirit in Practice is 
Energy in Practice is 

LOVE in Practice

Some traditional spiritual practices to explore include:

Meditation
(Some forms include mindfulness meditation, transcendental meditation, moving 

meditations, but any activity that slows thinking and lengthens brainwaves counts)

Yoga
(Examples include Yin yoga, Vinyasa yoga, Hatha yoga, Bikram yoga...)

Oracle, Angel & Tarot Cards
(Divination cards are used as a tool for channelling spiritual guidance and are readily 

available at crystal and metaphysical stores, bookstores and online)

Crystal Healing
(Precious stones are used for a range of  healing purposes for their ability to 

mediate energy imbalances, clear blockages and amplify vibration. 

They are available at metaphysical and crystal stores, as well as online)

Smudging 
(Sacred Woods like Sage and Palo Santo are burned ceremonially 

for energy clearing /purification/elevation purposes)

Journalling
(There are endless ways to practise journalling - many of  which have been 

introduced to you in these workbooks! The most traditional form of  journalling 

is classic free flow writing from the soul..)



You are   energy...

Spirituality can be described as the 
exploration and expression of  your energy essence.

Or, more succinctly;

The experience of  your loveessence.

Elevating the energy of  you will always 
bring you back home, to this Love essence.

This is a matter of  vibration.
Anything that raises your vibration 

is therefore a Spiritual Practice.

How do you feel when your vibration is high? (List some emotions)

What are some activities/places/faces that allow you to elevate 
your vibration and experience these feelings? (These can be tradi-

tional spiritual practices, or things that genuinely lift your personal vibe.)
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Creating a daily Spiritual Practice

Choose a time of  day where you can spare at least 
5 minutes to devote to one of  the activities you listed. 

It’s not the quantity of  time but the quality of  vibration 
that is most important. Over time, consistency is what 
cultivates connection and higher love consciousness.

When will you Practice your Spirituality each day?

What activities will you engage in?

What cultivates deepest connection and highest 
love consciousness?
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Because you are Spirit,

Spirit is Energy,

and Energy in its purest form

Is  love…

To experience Self  Love

is simply

to experience 

self.



7.

Journalling Exercise:

Higher Love

Imagine your Higher Self  as the pure Spirit version of  you – 
the version that does not need to live as a human, that does not 
need to inhabit a physical body, that knows nothing but Love, 
that does not need to navigate through fear on a daily basis, 

that watches over and attempts to guide you always. 
Your Love Self.

Take a few deep belly breaths, with eyes closed, 
to center yourself  and ground your energy…

If  you could BE your Higher Self, what would you have to say 
to your Human Self?

Express all of  this in a letter, as below, without judgement of  
what might flow onto the page…

Dear Human (Your name),

…………

Sign off: With Limitless Love,
Higher (Your name)

The message that lands on your page is guidance from Spirit. 
Such LOVE guidance is always there for you to connect with.



8.

As I Love my Self,
I embody my Love Self.

The Practice of    

self love

Is the Practice of

me.


